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investigation of extremely small and weakly diffracting micro
crystals4–6. Unlike the case with singlecrystal Xray diffraction 
experiments performed at conventional synchrotron radiation 
(SR) sources, in XFEL studies the sample is destroyed with a single 
pulse. This requires the full data set to be assembled from a series 
of still diffraction shots of individual microcrystals, a technique 
known as serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX).

As with conventional crystallography, the objective of SFX is 
to obtain a complete set of structurefactor amplitudes through 
the measurement of Bragg spot intensities (coherent scattering 
of Xrays described by Bragg’s law) to as high a diffraction angle 
as possible. The highresolution signal is ultimately limited by 
noise, and the background (e.g., from solvent) often dominates 
the diffraction pattern for all but the most intense lowresolution  
(lowangle) Bragg spots7. At SR sources, accurate sampling 
of the diffraction at the limit of detectability is accomplished  
by optimally modeling the diffraction experiment, including  
the relationship between real space (the crystal) and reciprocal  
space (the diffracted Xray collected on the detector). The  
most intense Bragg spots are used to deduce the bestfitting  
lattice model (indexing), which is then used to predict exactly 
which pixels on each image to examine for Bragg spot integration,  
even though a signal may not be visually discernible from back
ground. The same fundamental approach is applicable to the 
analysis of XFEL data. Here we describe such a dataprocessing  
approach for XFEL data, which enables weak signals to be  
measured from many fewer crystal specimens than possible with 
the previously available program CrystFEL8. We have added  
the method to our opensource software suite, the cctbx.xfel 
component of the computational crystallography toolbox9.  
A primer and tutorial are available at http://cci.lbl.gov/xfel, with 
code archived at http://cctbx.sf.net.

We tested our method for processing SFX diffraction patterns 
against data collected at the coherent Xray imaging (CXI) instru
ment of the LCLS, using the CornellSLAC pixel array detector 
(CSPAD). We derived a structural model for the metalloprotein 
thermolysin (Fig. 1a, and Supplementary Tables 1 and 2) that 
was comparable in quality to structures determined by conven
tional SR Xray diffraction at a similar resolution of 2.1 Å. The 
electron density of the native calcium and zinc ions (omitted from 
the phasing model) in the difference map (Fig. 1b,c) indicates that 
the metal positions were determined by the processed data and are 
not the result of bias from the phasing model. We also reprocessed 
1.9 Å–resolution lysozyme data10 (Supplementary Tables 1 and 3)  
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The ~40fs XFEL pulse can deliver diffraction information on 
time scales that outrun radiation damage, which allows studies  
of macromolecular reaction dynamics under functional physio
logical conditions1–3, and the small beam focus size permits  
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previously processed with the software suite CrystFEL8, to com
pare the two programs.

We found that cctbx.xfel processed about twice as many dif
fraction lattices from individual crystals as has been reported for 
CrystFEL10 (Supplementary Table 1). The indexing algorithm11, 
which identifies unitcell dimensions and crystal orientations, 
searches for directional vectors that describe the observed rows 
of Bragg spots, from which three are chosen to form the unit cell. 

Several factors make this a difficult problem. First, the CSPAD 
detector consists of 64 pixel array readouts (Fig. 1d,e) that are 
periodically disassembled. Thus, the metrology (the relative posi
tions and orientations) of the readouts must be redetermined 
with sufficient accuracy (Fig. 2a), as even small subpixel offsets 
can diminish the number of images from which lattices can be 
indexed (Fig. 2b). Second, the destruction of each crystal after 
one XFEL shot removes the ability to view the diffracted lattice 
from various directions, hindering the selection of unitcell basis 
vectors. To compensate, we supplied additional information to the 
indexing algorithm in the form of a target unit cell, from either 
an isomorphous crystal form or a preliminary round of indexing. 
This target unit cell permits us to choose a group of three vectors 
that best fits the known cell’s lengths and angles, thus increasing 
the number of successfully indexed images. A final factor is the 
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figure 1 | Thermolysin structure determination  
at 2.1 Å resolution. (a) Likelihood-weighted 
electron density map calculated with coefficients 
2mFo − DFc, where Fo and Fc are the observed and 
modeled structure factor amplitudes, m is the 
figure of merit and D is derived from coordinate-
error estimates, contoured at 1 s.d. (gray mesh).  
Water molecules are shown as red spheres.  
(b,c) mFo − DFc difference density map contoured 
at +3 s.d. (blue mesh) and −3 s.d. (red mesh), 
which shows binding sites for two of the four 
calcium ions (b) and the single zinc ion (c).  
(d) Detail of two crystal lattices found on the same 
diffraction image. Modeled spot positions assigned 
to the different lattices are shown in red and blue, 
respectively. The sample-detector distance of 135 
mm corresponds to a resolution of 2.15 Å at the 
edges. (e) Detail from a different diffraction image. 
Increasing radial spot elongation was observed 
with distance from the beam center (blue cross).
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figure 2 | Calibration and validation. (a) Aggregate relative positions (top) 
and rotations (bottom) of 32 pairs of application-specific integrated circuits 
(ASICs) on the CSPAD detector. The calibration results independently verify 
the manufacturing constraints (ASIC pairs are aligned along the long axis, 
separated by a 3.0-pixel gap). (b) Impact of positional accuracy on the 
indexing and integration success rate. Separately perturbing the ASICs away 
from their true positions reduced both the total number of indexed images 
(all) and the number of images that contain successfully integrated reflections 
at high (1.8–2.2 Å) resolution. Failure to apply final subpixel (squares) or 
whole-pixel (circles) corrections impaired processing as expected. σ, s.d.  
(c) Detail of four neighboring Bragg reflections from thermolysin (with Miller 
indices indicated in brackets), showing pronounced (7-pixel) radial elongation 
for the top reflection and lesser elongation for those nearby. Solution of 
Bragg’s law for each pixel (vertical arrows) identifies the spread of photon 
energies that contribute to each reflection. Red disks delineate integration 
masks from a three-parameter model with wavelength limits λhigh = 1.297 
(9.556 keV) and λlow = 1.313 (9.443 keV) and full-width mosaic spread  
δ = 0.174°. (d) Reciprocal space diagram indicating how differently shaped 
reflections arise. Reciprocal lattice points (arcs) all have a constant angular 
extent δ owing to their mosaic spread. Points are in reflecting condition if 
they are within the zone between the high-energy (red) and low-energy (blue) 
Ewald spheres. Therefore, a greater fraction of the mosaic distribution from 
Bragg spot A is within the reflecting condition, leading to a reflection that 
subtends a greater radial angle ∆θ. (e) Paired refinements of the thermolysin 
structure and their impact on the reliability factors, ∆R. Shells of successively 
higher-resolution data are interpreted as improving the refinement results as 
long as ∆Rfree is continuously negative, i.e., out to 2.1 Å. 
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high density of crystals delivered to the Xray beam, which often 
produces diffraction patterns containing more than one lattice 
(Fig. 1d). Although software exists for modeling multiple lattices  
in SR diffraction12,13, previous XFEL approaches14 effectively  
filter these data away, by requiring that 80% of observed spots be 
covered by a single model. However, we found it straightforward 
to treat XFEL data with two lattices. The full set of bright can
didate Bragg spots was used to derive the first lattice. Candidate 
spots falling on this lattice were then removed, and the remaining 
subset was used to find the second lattice, as has been described 
for SR data12. Spot overlaps among multiple lattices were rare, 
so we ignored the minimal inaccuracies in the integrated signal 
resulting from overlap.

The outcome of data integration depends critically on the ability to 
exactly target the pixels that actually contain signal. A tooinclusive 
model will capture adjacent pixels that contain only background 
noise, thus diluting the signaltonoise ratio of the measurement. 
Conversely, overly discriminating models fail to include all of the 
signal. A crucial first step for data processing, therefore, is to tailor  
the model to the data at hand. We explain why there is a need for 
new datamodeling algorithms, beyond what is implemented by 
CrystFEL, in the Supplementary Note. In short, microscopic 
‘mosaic’ domains in the crystal produce Bragg spots shaped like 
concentric arcs, and the spread of energies in the selfamplified 
spontaneous emission (SASE) pulse streaks spots radially.

For cctbx.xfel, we tested two approaches to model the Bragg 
spots. Although spots vary in size and shape across the lattice 
(Fig. 1e), they tend to be locally similar. This suggests that an 
empirical approach can be used whereby integration masks are 
chosen based on the shapes of nearby bright spots. We chose this 
method, which captures spot shapes of all extremes including 
both concentric arcs and radial streaks, as the default treatment 
for data analysis (Supplementary Tables 1–3). A deeper inspec
tion of the data (Fig. 2c) revealed cases in which Bragg reflections 
adjacent to each other nonetheless had very distinct radial widths. 
These differing widths are explained by the fact that for the full 
spread of SASE energies to be recorded in the diffraction pat
tern, Bragg’s law demands that the crystal contains microscopic 
(mosaic) domains with a distribution of either orientations or 
unitcell dimensions. Wide radialwidth spots were produced 
for reflections that satisfy Bragg’s law for the full distribution 
of mosaic domains (given the crystal orientation and range of 
incident energies), and narrow radialwidth spots were observed 
for those reflections that only satisfy the reflecting condition for 
a subset of domains (Fig. 2d). Modeling three parameters (high 
and low bandpass limits plus mosaicity) predicted approximately 
which pixels to target for signal integration (Fig. 2d). The key 
benefit of this second, parametric approach is that it roughly 
accounts for the size and shape differences of adjacent Bragg 
spots, thus helping the integration mask conform to the actual 
signal. Although the threeparameter model does not give an 
exact match to the spot shape (Fig. 2d), refinement of additional 
parameters could improve the approach.

We next tested how best to determine the resolution limits of 
the data set. An important consequence of shottoshot vari
ability is that each lattice diffracts to a different limiting angle. 
Before merging the data into a single set of structure factors, we 
constructed Wilson plots (integrated Bragg spot intensity versus 

diffraction angle bin) in order to determine a separate cutoff angle 
for each lattice. Once the data had been merged, we employed an 
iterative pairedrefinement technique15 to determine the overall 
highestresolution shell with a measurable information content 
(Fig. 2e). We found that at the highest resolution proven to con
tain significant signal (2.1 Å), only 1,700 lattices contributed to 
the thermolysin diffraction data, with an average multiplicity 
of observation of only 4.5 per structure factor (Supplementary 
Table 2). The size of this selected subset is much smaller than 
for previous highresolution XFEL crystallography experiments; 
past experiments using CrystFEL have required >104 crystals 
to obtain reliable structure factors6,10,16. In cases in which only 
102–103 diffracting crystals were available, data merging has been 
only partially successful5,17. Thus our results with cctbx.xfel are 
encouraging as XFEL progress has been limited by both the dif
ficulty of preparing enough crystal specimens and the limited 
dataacquisition time at the light source.

In summary, our new developments implemented in  
cctbx.xfel include optimal indexing and retention of data from 
multiple lattices, separate determination of the resolution cutoff 
for individual lattices, better descriptions of the Bragg spot shape 
and accurate detector geometry to permit wellconforming spot
shape models. By carefully discriminating between image pixels 
known to contain diffraction signal and the surrounding pixels 
containing only background noise, we derived accurate structure 
factors with substantially fewer crystal specimen exposures.

We plan software developments to improve the final merged set 
of structure factors. A present limitation is that XFEL Bragg dif
fraction gives only a partial measurement of the structure factor, 
as the crystal is not fully rotated through the reflecting condition 
(Fig. 2d). We intend to implement postrefinement models18,19 to 
allow the correction of intensity measurements to their fullspot 
equivalent. Such a correction requires detailed knowledge of the 
incident spectrum. In Figure 2e, we present the range of Xrays 
as a tophat function, but in fact the SASE spectrum is stochas
tic and finely textured20. Although the Xray spectra were not 
available for the data shown here, singleshot measurement of the 
spectrum is possible20 and will be incorporated into our method 
in the future. Taken all together, our method will make it easier 
to use XFELbased experiments to measure small structurefactor 
differences, such as those from anomalous scattering that will 
enable the de novo determination of macromolecular structures. 
Although SFX is presently a challenging technique, its potential 
payoff in terms of enabling specialized structural and dynamical 
studies of macromolecules is enormous.

methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.

Accession codes. Protein Data Bank: 4OW3 (structure factors 
and model for thermolysin); Coherent Xray Imaging Data Bank 
ID23 (raw data streams for thermolysin).

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper.
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onLine methods
Sample preparation. Lyophilized thermolysin from Bacillus stearo-
thermophilus (Hampton Research) was resuspended in 0.05 M  
NaOH at a concentration of 25 mg/ml. 300 µl of the protein stock 
was mixed in a 1:1 ratio with 40% PEG 2000, 100 mM MES pH 6.5 
and 5 mM CaCl2. Crystallization occurred within minutes. The 
obtained crystals were transferred into 10% PEG 2000, 100 mM 
MES pH 6.5, 5 mM CaCl2 (buffer A) and then stepwise into buffer A  
containing 10%, 15%, 20% and 30% (w/v) glycerol, respectively. 
Thermolysin concentration was determined spectrophotometri
cally using an absorbance value A = 1.83 (1 mg/ml) at 277 nm 
(ref. 21) and a molecular mass of 34.6 kDa22. The final protein 
concentration of the crystal suspension was 20–24 mg/ml. The 
average size of the obtained crystals was 2 µm × 3 µm × 1 µm. As 
judged by microscope images of various batches, the size distri
bution was very narrow. Assuming an average crystal volume of  
6 µm3, 12 monomers per unit cell and a nominal unit cell volume 
of 1 × 106 Å3, 6 × 105 unit cells/crystal gives a concentration of 
~3.4 × 1010 crystals/ml.

Thermolysin data collection. Diffraction experiments were 
carried out at the CXI instrument at LCLS23. We had previously 
reported the use of a nanoflow liquid injector that markedly 
reduces the requirements on sample amount24,25. The suspen
sion of thermolysin crystals was injected into the interaction 
region by this electrospun liquid jet, using a 1mlong silica  
capillary of 50 µm inner diameter, 150 µm outer diameter, outer 
diameter tapered at both ends (New Objective) with one end in  
a pressurized cell outside the vacuum chamber of the CXI instru
ment, dipping into a vial with 100 µl of the crystal suspension.  
A potential of +2,500 V (relative to a counter electrode below the 
interaction region) was applied to the suspension by means of a 
bare Pt electrode inside the sample vial. The flow rate was on the 
order of 0.5 µl/min by applying a backing pressure of 124.1 kPa 
to the suspension.

The CXI instrument was operated at energies of 9.56 keV 
and 9.77 keV (Supplementary Table 1), and the beam intensity 
was 6 × 1011 photons/pulse, with a mean pulse duration of 47 fs  
and a frequency of 120 Hz. The beam was focused to a size of  
2.25 µm2 fullwidth half maximum (FWHM) at the interaction 
point. Diffraction was measured using the front CSPAD detector26  
of the CXI instrument. The detector has a pixel size of  
110 µm × 110 µm and a total of 1,516 × 1,516 pixels.

Resolution of this particular experiment was limited by geo
metric factors and not the intrinsic strength of the diffraction 
signal. Several combinations of sampletodetector distance and 
incident wavelength were used for data collection, but with the 
most aggressive choice (detector distance = 135 mm, λ = 1.30 Å), 
geometric limits were 2.15 Å at the detector edge and 1.75 Å in 
the corner, thus accounting for the falloff in data completeness at 
high resolution in Supplementary Table 2.

Raw data streams have been deposited into the Coherent  
Xray Imaging Data Bank27 (CXIDB), along with an exact list of 
the images that were merged (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2) 
to form the structure factor intensities. A tutorial on accessing 
information from the raw data files is available at http://cci.lbl.
gov/xfel.

Lysozyme data. To afford a fair comparison between CrystFEL 
and cctbx.xfel, our only tractable option was to reprocess raw 
data that had been previously analyzed by the CrystFEL software 
developers. We obtained data from the CXIDB, which archives 
the raw data streams from the 1.9 Å–resolution structure deter
mination of lysozyme10 under accession ID 17. To select data for 
the comparison, we chose only those run numbers (305–327) that 
yielded the 12,247 images used in ref. 10, as documented in a list 
maintained at the CXIDB website (Supplementary Table 1). For 
those run numbers, the CXI instrument was operated at 9.39 keV  
and the pulse duration was 40 fs. With a detector distance of  
93 mm, the geometric limits were 1.74 Å at the detector edge and 
1.46 Å in the corner, both well beyond the 1.9 Å resolution limit 
that we imposed in order to perform a direct comparison with 
the published results.

Data processing. Data were processed with our package  
cctbx.xfel9. After subtraction of a darkrun average image, bright 
candidate Bragg spots were chosen with the Spotfinder compo
nent of cctbx28, with settings being adjusted by trial and error 
specifically for these data; e.g., the minimum spot area was set at 
two square pixels, and the criteria for accepting spots was set to 
allow spot picking to an outer resolution limit of about 2.5 Å for 
thermolysin and 1.9 Å for lysozyme. Images were indexed (unit 
cell dimensions and crystal orientations determined) with the 
Rossmann dataprocessing system (DPS) algorithm29,30 as imple
mented in our program Labelit11. Unitcell dimensions modeled by 
the indexing algorithm varied from crystal to crystal; population 
means and s.d. for thermolysin are reported in Supplementary 
Table 1. A small number of thermolysin lattices (233, ~2%)  
did not conform to hexagonal Bravais symmetry using our  
standard criteria31; these were removed from further processing  
and are not included in the reported population. Similarly,  
321 nontetragonal lysozyme lattices were removed (~1%). For 
previous data analyses with photosystem II3,32, we also removed 
lattices whose unitcell lengths were highly nonisomorphous 
(differing by >10%) compared to the mean, in order to avoid 
merging data from nonidentical crystal structures33,34. However, 
for the thermolysin and lysozyme data, none of the unitcell 
lengths were rejected as outliers.

Improving indexing by using a target unit cell. Destruction 
of each crystal after one XFEL shot makes indexing difficult. 
Accuracy is much greater at SR sources, where it is possible to 
mount the crystal on a goniometer and view the diffracted lattice 
from two different crystal orientations ~90° apart11. In contrast, 
the liquidjet method delivers samples in random, unknown, 
orientations. Furthermore, the XFEL diffraction images exam
ined here varied extensively in quality (resolution and number 
of Bragg spots), with a less successful indexing outcome from 
poorer images. With degraded data, the DPS algorithm can fail by 
choosing three candidate unit cell axes that individually appear to 
describe periodicity in the diffraction pattern, but when combined 
do not adequately cover the lattice. To avoid this failure mode, 
we supplied additional information to the indexing algorithm 
in the form of a target unit cell taken from isomorphous crystal 
forms (Protein Data Bank (PDB) codes 2TLI for thermolysin and 
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4ET8 for lysozyme). Groups of three candidate axes from the 
DPS algorithm are evaluated to find the best fit to the known cell 
lengths and angles. By requiring this approximate similarity, we 
increased the number of successfully indexed images from ~8,000 
to ~11,600 for thermolysin. A similar approach was used previ
ously by others to identify the lattice within noisy data35,36. We 
expect that this method will be generally applicable to XFEL data 
and not limited to cases in which an isomorphous crystal form 
is known. Data can be treated in two passes, first to determine a 
consensus unit cell from the highestquality diffraction images 
where indexing is readily achieved, and second to use this consen
sus cell as a target for indexing the entire data set. In support of 
this idea, we note that the population s.d. of the thermolysin unit
cell lengths (Supplementary Table 1) is quite narrow (0.3–0.4%), 
and even for previous lowresolution photosystem II data3 the s.d. 
values (0.9–1.9%) were reasonably low.

Relationship between indexing and hit rates. We had previously 
described the use of cctbx.xfel to provide detailed feedback on 
the diffraction quality within minutes of data acquisition9. For 
this initial analysis, the Spotfinder component of cctbx28 is used 
to classify a diffraction pattern as a ‘hit’ if it contains 16 or more 
candidate Bragg spots with darksubtracted peak heights above 
450 analogdigital units (on the CSPAD highgain setting) out to 
a resolution limit of 4.0 Å. This peak height criterion is chosen 
by trial and error to best identify Bragg spots for the thermolysin 
data set, and the level can easily be changed in a configuration 
file for other data sets. In Supplementary Figure 1 we show the 
final outcome: 77% of the initial lowresolution ‘hits’ are success
fully integrated and merged into structure factors, with a slightly 
lower success rate (65%) for hits containing the lowest number 
of candidate spots. Reasons for the residual failure rate are still 
to be determined and will likely vary from case to case in future 
experiments.

Empirical approach to modeling the spot shape. Bragg spots 
from both data sets (thermolysin data are illustrated in Fig. 1e) 
were observed to vary in size and shape both within a single lattice 
and also from image to image. Therefore, the previously published 
CrystFEL model that treats spots as uniformly round and equally 
sized in reciprocal space14 was judged to be a poor fit to these 
data. As described in the Supplementary Note, the underlying 
phenomenon treated by that model (large λ/a ratio, where λ is 
the wavelength of the incident light, and a is the crystal width) 
does not apply for highresolution experiments. In fact, it is not 
possible to identify a single criterion to describe the spot shape 
throughout the data sets; some images exhibit concentric arcs 
consistent with mosaic spread37 (data not shown), whereas other 
images contain elongation that is chiefly radial (Fig. 1e). We do 
note, however, that whatever the behavior, spots tend to be locally 
similar in size and shape in each lattice (with one exception, see 
below). This suggests an empirical approach to determining the 
spot model. First, easily identified highintensity Bragg spots 
(using the program Spotfinder28) are used to index the lattice. 
Next, at each predicted lattice position on the image, a mask is 
constructed consisting of a union of the ten nearest spot shapes 
from the Spotfinder set, similar to the approach taken by some  
SR datareduction programs38. This mask determines the set of 
pixels to be used for signal summation (integration). Taking a  

union of all nearby spot masks helps to increase the number  
of pixels assigned to each Bragg spot, to avoid missing pixels  
that actually contain signal. This is necessary because the pre
dicted spot positions are slightly inaccurate due to the use of a 
monochromatic model; in fact the incident light has a 0.2–0.5% 
bandpass39 (as described below). This simple empirical approach 
was used to derive all the structure factor measurements in 
Supplementary Tables 1–3.

Parametric approach to modeling the spot shape. Given the 
theoretical framework of Bragg’s law, it is possible to interpret 
the shape and size of Bragg spots in terms of more fundamental 
experimental properties including the spectral dispersion, the 
crystal size and the internal crystal disorder40–47. Thus, although 
the above empirical approach is adequate for the present, a deeper 
understanding of XFEL Bragg spot shapes may be possible. In 
images of both thermolysin (Figs. 1e and 2c) and lysozyme we 
observed radial spot elongation that is most pronounced at higher 
diffraction angles. This is consistent with the protein crystals  
acting as spectral analyzers, such that each Bragg reflection  
disperses the broad bandpass SASE pulse (typically 0.2–0.5%  
bandpass)39 over a radial line up to several pixels wide. 
Furthermore, we observe that reflections adjacent to each other 
(Fig. 2c) can nonetheless have very distinct radial widths. The 
explanation is rooted in the fact that for a spread of energies to 
be recorded in the diffraction pattern, Bragg’s law demands that 
the crystal contain microscopic (mosaic) domains with a distribu
tion of either orientations or unit cell dimensions. In Figure 2d  
we represent each Bragg spot as a spherical cap in reciprocal 
space (shown as an arc) representing a spread of orientations, 
as has been done previously48. In our experiment, wide spots 
are produced for reflections that satisfy Bragg’s law for the full 
distribution of mosaic domains in the crystal (given the crystal 
orientation and range of incident energies), whereas narrow spots 
are seen for those reflections that only satisfy the reflecting condi
tion for a subset of microscopic domains (Fig. 2d). By modeling 
three parameters (high and low bandpass limits, plus mosaicity) 
we could predict approximately which pixels to target for signal 
integration for each Bragg reflection (Fig. 2d). The key benefit 
of this approach is that it roughly accounts for the size and shape 
differences of adjacent Bragg spots, reducing the inclusion of non
signal pixels in the integration mask and thus helping to extract 
weak signals. Although the threeparameter model in Figure 2d  
does not give an exact match to the spot shape, we believe that 
further development will improve the approach. Important  
additional parameters that could be refined include the spectral  
shape and unit cell variation, whereas others such as crystal  
size and beam divergence are probably negligible for experiments 
performed at the CXI 1 µm focus.

Signal integration and error estimation. Signal intensity I for 
each Bragg spot was integrated over a set of pixels determined by 
empirical mask construction as described above. A surrounding 
set of pixels, twice the size of the signal set, and separated from 
it by a guard zone two pixels wide, was designated for measur
ing the local background. This background set was used to fit a 
leastsquares plane for background subtraction as described49. 
The estimated variance σ2(I) of the signal measurement was 
based on counting statistics49, using a rough estimate for the 
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CSPAD highgain value of 7.5 analogtodigital units per photon.  
Integrated intensities were then corrected for polarization50. 
It was realized that the data set contained numerous intensity 
measurements at large negative multiples of σ (I), from which 
we concluded that Poisson statistics did not adequately model 
the experimental error. Error estimates from each diffraction 
pattern were therefore inflated by assuming that negative values 
of I/σ (I) are actually decoy measurements (noise only) with a 
Gaussian distribution centered at zero and with a s.d. of 1, thus 
providing a lower bound on modeling errors. This inflation fac
tor is determined separately for each image, and acts to increase 
the initially determined errors from counting statistics. Negative 
I values were then removed from the data set, and data on each 
image were scaled to a reference data set derived from an isomor
phous structure (see below). When later merging multiple mea
surements of the same Miller index, the error was modeled simply 
by propagating the permeasurement σ (I) values in quadrature. 
As the systematic error contributions for XFEL data are not fully 
understood, no other systematic correction or error normaliza
tion was attempted. The error model derived here is believed to 
be entirely different than that used in CrystFEL; therefore, the 
respective I/σ (I) values for the two programs in Supplementary 
Tables 1–3 cannot be compared.

Scaling. Integrated intensities from separate images were scaled 
to intensities derived from an isomorphous reference struc
ture (PDB codes 2TLI for thermolysin and 4ET8 for lysozyme);  
this scaling step helped to correct for specimentospecimen  
variation in crystal size and pulse power. For projects for which 
no isomorphous reference structure is available, we propose an 
iterative procedure wherein the data are merged once without 
scaling to gain an approximate set of merged intensities, which are 
then used as the reference for rejecting poorly correlated images 
in the next round.

Different resolution cutoffs for each lattice. An important 
consequence of shottoshot variability is that each lattice dif
fracts to a different limiting angle; this can be illustrated even 
within a single image (Fig. 1d) where one lattice (red) extends to 
higher resolution than a second one (blue). For data reduction, 
we choose a separate limit for integrating each lattice. Integration 
relies on having an accurate crystal orientation model, which in 
turn depends on the set of bright candidate Bragg spots found in 
our case by the program Spotfinder28. For example, if Spotfinder 
spots extend only to 4 Å on a particular image, the orientational 
model is not accurate enough to predict the positions of weak 
spots at 2.5 Å resolution. We verified this general result through 
studies on simulated data (data not shown). A very conserva
tive approach is therefore used for integration: for each image 
separately, the radius of integration is extended slightly past the 
Spotfinder limit, and a Wilson plot is constructed (integrated 
Bragg spot intensity versus diffraction angle bin), to identify a 
resolution limit at which average intensity falls below average 
noise (based on counting statistics). The radius is increased until 
such a crossover point is found, at which point it is concluded 
that either there is no more signal to be found or the model has 
diverged from the data. When merging multiple measurements 
together, it would be counterproductive to include highresolution  
integrated measurements from beyond this limit where there is  

no signal, as this would degrade the overall signaltonoise ratio. 
Allowing separate resolution cutoffs for each image leads to a final 
merged data set with high multiplicity of observation at low resolution  
and lower multiplicity at high resolution (Supplementary  
Table 2), yet there is confidence that the highestresolution  
shell contains real signal.

The quality of the reflections merged in this fashion was 
assessed by calculating the correlation coefficient of semidata 
sets merged from odd and evennumbered images (CC1/2)15. 
We note that our multiplicity statistics (Supplementary Tables 2 
and 3) differ from those in previously published highresolution 
XFEL analyses6, which report uniform multiplicity counts over 
all resolution bins, which is the result of applying a single global 
resolution limit.

Validation of the resolution cutoff. As the data quality gradually  
decreases at the highest resolution (Supplementary Table 2),  
it would be advantageous to derive a convenient statistical ‘rule 
of thumb’ to determine the highest resolution that contains valid, 
merged structure factors. There must be some reasonable cutoff 
as the multiplicity of observation and the internal correlation 
coefficient CC1/2 decrease, but it needs to be established which 
cutoff values should be chosen. To provide an objective criterion, 
we used the iterative pairedrefinement technique suggested in 
ref. 15. Each iteration compares the result of two atomic struc
ture refinements, the first using data only out to a conservative 
resolution limit, and the second including reflections in the 
next, higherresolution shell. The two models are then evaluated 
against the smaller, lowresolution set of reflections, and the two 
reliability factors are computed (Rwork and Rfree

51). As long as Rfree 
decreases, the added data contribute useful information to the 
refinement. An increase in Rwork but unchanged Rfree indicates 
that the model has become less overfit. As a negative control, the 
model is refined a third time adding the same higherresolution 
intensities, but with randomly permuted (incorrect) Miller indi
ces in the shell. Analysis of the thermolysin data starting at 3.0 Å, 
and progressing in steps of 0.1 Å toward the highestresolution  
limit (1.76 Å) showed that the refinement results improve  
(i.e., Rfree decreases) out to at least 2.1 Å (Fig. 2e), whereas ran
domly permuted Miller indices nearly always increase the R fac
tors, as expected. At the 2.1Å cutoff, the average observational 
multiplicity of each structure factor was only 4.5, and the correla
tion coefficient between semidata sets was 17.0%.

Relationship between resolution and accurate detector model. 
The empirical and parametric approaches to constructing Bragg 
spot profiles as outlined above place very stringent requirements 
on the geometrical modeling (metrology) of the detector. Many 
diffraction patterns (Fig. 1) exhibited Bragg spots that are only 
one or 2 square pixels in area, particularly at low resolution. For 
spot modeling to work as proposed, therefore, the position of 
each pixel in space must be known to substantially better accuracy 
than the pixel dimension, but this is a difficult goal for current 
XFEL detectors owing to their unique construction as a mosaic of 
pixel array sensors26,52. We took a bootstrapping approach start
ing with approximately known sensor positions, followed by the 
use of Bragg observations from the entire data set (either ther
molysin or lysozyme), to derive more accurate sensor positions 
and orientations by iterative nonlinear leastsquares positional 
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refinement (see below). This improved metrology allowed us to 
model the Bragg spots with an r.m.s. deviation (observed spot 
position versus modeled position) of 0.65 pixels and 1.00 pixels 
for thermolysin and lysozyme, respectively. Any welldiffracting 
set of protein crystals would have sufficed for this procedure; 
it was not necessary for the unit cell or structure to be known 
ahead of time.

To assess the general importance of accurate detector metrology 
we carried out an analysis in which the accurately refined sensor 
positions were intentionally perturbed, with shifts drawn from a 
twodimensional normal distribution with s.d. σr (Fig. 2b). Five 
repetitions were performed for each σr magnitude. Indexing suc
cess depended weakly on metrology (half of the images could 
still be indexed with a positional perturbation of 3.5 pixels); but 
highresolution integration was strongly dependent, with a 30% 
loss of highresolution signal resulting from a perturbation of 
just a single pixel. This is exactly as expected; our empirically 
determined integration masks conformed very tightly to the  
spot shape; therefore for the method to work, the positions of 
individual detector tiles need to be accurately known.

We arrived at the same conclusion, by a different route, if we 
simply reversed the refinement steps of our detector calibra
tion. This outcome (for the thermolysin data) was also plotted  
in Figure 2b. Reversing the final step of iterative nonlinear 
leastsquares positional refinement left us with sensor positions  
0.55 pixels away from their true positions, with consequent loss in 
both highresolution and overall data. Reversing the penultimate  
step (where we determined the nearest wholeinteger pixel  
positions without any sensor rotations) put the sensors 1.38 pixels 
away from true, with a further degradation in the results.

Refinement of the detector geometry model (metrology). The 
CSPAD detector used at the CXI instrument is laid out in a mosaic 
arrangement consisting of four groups (quadrants) of eight sili
con pixelarray sensors26. As the quadrants can be translated on 
mechanical rails, a coarse determination of their relative positions 
must be made before any Bragg patterns can be analyzed. Pseudo
powder patterns were synthesized for this purpose by summing 
a large number of thermolysin diffraction images, all recorded at 
the same sampledetector distance. A graphical application was 
written, permitting the manual adjustment of the quadrant loca
tions to align the observed powder rings with overlaid circular 
fiducial rings. This program is also suitable for calibrating the 
detector quadrants with silver behenate53 powder patterns.

Before the experiment, sensor positions and orientations 
(in each quadrant) were characterized optically at the LCLS to 
within tens of micrometers, but this calibration did not neces
sarily achieve the accuracy required for spot modeling, nor did it 
probe the actual readouts that are bumpbonded to the sensors. 
Each sensor was bonded to a pair of sidebyside 194 × 185 pixel 
applicationspecific integrated circuits (ASICs)26. Detailed posi
tions and orientations of the 64 ASIC readouts were refined by 
nonlinear leastsquares refinement of the target functional

 f = −∑ ( )
,
,

r robs calc
ASICs
crystals
spots

2

where robs is the observed detector position of the Bragg spot  
centroid determined with the program Spotfinder28, rcalc is 

the modeled position after indexing, and the sum is over all 
Spotfinder spots (on all images and ASICs) that correspond to 
modeled spots. Variable parameters in the refinement included 
the positions and rotations of all ASICs, the position of the direct 
beam and crystaltodetector distance for each crystal shot, and 
the orientation and unit cell dimensions for each crystal. Correct 
performance of this algorithm was monitored by considering the 
refined placement of pairs of ASICs bonded to the same silicon 
sensor, which are thought to be exactly aligned by a mechanical  
guide piece during the manufacture process. These internal con
trols derived from the thermolysin data (Fig. 2a) showed that the 
ASIC pairs are mutually aligned to an r.m.s. rotation of 0.016° 
and an r.m.s. displacement perpendicular to the long sensor axis 
of 0.074 pixels; we interpreted these values as the accuracy limits 
of our refinement method. The tolerances were similar for the 
lysozyme data, 0.030° and 0.072 pixels, respectively. In addition, 
we found that on the particular detector used for thermolysin, the 
32 sensors had an r.m.s. tilt of 0.17° in the plane of the detector, 
and that the separation between samesensor ASIC pairs varied 
with an r.m.s. deviation of 0.21 pixels (Fig. 2a).

Refinement of the detector distance. We calibrated the abso
lute distance between crystal sample and imaging detector to 
an accuracy of ~1 mm. Fortunately the indexing algorithm and 
indeed the entire dataprocessing pipeline was robust to this level 
of uncertainty, with small errors in the distance being absorbed 
by other modeled parameters (unitcell dimensions, wavelength). 
We determined the distance by grid search around an initial esti
mate: an entire run collected at a fixed distance was reprocessed 
several times with calibration offsets differing by 0.5 mm, which 
were then scored by counting the number of images successfully 
indexed (Supplementary Fig. 2). Offsets of ± 8 mm from the  
best value reduced the indexing rate by roughly a factor of 2.

An alternate distance calibration is possible by observing  
circular powder patterns from silver behenate as noted above, 
and the cctbx.xfel software can facilitate this analysis. Such a  
calibration might offer improved accuracy as it uses a recognized 
standard, but as a practical matter, given the time constraints of 
collecting data at LCLS, it was more efficient to simply use the 
thermolysin or lysozyme data to estimate the distance as shown 
in Supplementary Figure 2.

Structure solution. Merged structure factors were phased by 
molecular replacement using Phaser54 within the Phenix55 sys
tem. For thermolysin, the search model consisted of thermo
lysin (PDB code 2TLI56) from which all nonprotein atoms were 
removed; for lysozyme the model was taken from PDB code 4ET8  
(ref. 10). New models were built into the resulting maps using 
phenix.autobuild57, and refined using phenix.refine58. Refinement 
statistics are shown in Supplementary Table 1. The molecular 
clashscore (number of bad allatom overlaps per thousand atoms) 
and Ramachandran stereochemical statistics were calculated with 
MolProbity59.

Crystallographic R factors for the refined thermolysin model 
are comparable in quality to synchrotron structures that have 
been determined at a similar resolution (2.1 Å). To determine this, 
we used the program phenix.r_factor_statistics60,61 to print the 
R factor distribution from 2,271 PDB structures at resolutions in 
the range 2.05–2.15 Å. Our thermolysin values of Rwork = 22.2% 
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and Rfree = 26.5% were within 1 s.d. of the mean (Rwork = 20.1 ± 
2.4%; Rfree = 24.6 ± 2.6%). The Rfactor distribution was derived 
by taking coordinates, structure factors and Rfree flags from the 
PDB, and using the Phenix toolbox to derive the R factors. As a 
result, the distributions can be directly compared with our refine
ments, which were also performed with Phenix.

Similarly, for the 1.9 Å lysozyme structure, we considered 
3,578 PDB structures at resolutions in the range 1.85–1.95 Å. 
Our Phenixrefined values of Rwork = 18.7% and Rfree = 22.9% 
for the cctbx.xfel structure factors, and Rwork = 17.7% and Rfree = 
22.0% for the CrystFEL structure factors, were each within 1 s.d. 
of the mean (Rwork = 19.3 ± 2.3%; Rfree = 23.2 ± 2.6%).
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